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Introductory articles

Oral corticosteroids in patients admitted to hospital with exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease: a prospective randomised controlled trial

L Davies, RM Angus, PMA Calverley

Background. The role of oral corticosteroids in treating patients with exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) remains contentious. We assessed in a prospective, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial the effects of oral corticosteroid therapy in patients with exacerbations of COPD requiring hospital admission. Methods. We recruited patients with non-acidotic exacerbations of COPD who were randomly assigned oral prednisolone 30 mg once daily (n=29) or identical placebo (n=27) for 14 days, in addition to standard treatment with nebulised bronchodilators, antibiotics, and oxygen. We did spirometry and recorded symptom scores daily in inpatients. Time to discharge and withdrawals were noted in each group. We recalled patients at 6 weeks to repeat spirometry and collect data on subsequent exacerbations and treatment. Hospital stay was analysed by intention to treat and forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) according to protocol. Findings. FEV1 after bronchodilation increased more rapidly and to a greater extent in the corticosteroid-treated group: percentage predicted FEV1 after bronchodilation rose from 25.7% (95% Cl 21.0–30.4) to 32.2% (27.3–27.1) in the placebo group (p<0.0001) compared with 28.2% (23.5–32.9) to 41.5% (35.8–47.2) in the corticosteroid-treated group (p<0.0001). Up to day 5 of hospital stay, FEV1, after bronchodilation increased by 90 mL daily (50.8–129.2) and by 30 mL daily (10.4–49.6) in the placebo group (p=0.039). Hospital stays were shorter in the corticosteroid-treated group. Groups did not differ at 6-week follow-up. Interpretation. These data provide evidence to support the current practice of prescribing low-dose oral corticosteroids to all patients with non-acidotic exacerbations of COPD requiring hospital admission. (Lancet 1999;354:456–60)

Effect of systemic glucocorticoids on exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

DE Niewoehner, ML Erbland, RH Deupree, D Collins, NJ Gross, RW Light, P Anderson, NA Morgan for the Department of Veterans Affairs Cooperative Study Group

Background and Methods. Although their clinical efficacy is unclear and they may cause serious adverse effects, systemic glucocorticoids are a standard treatment for patients hospitalized with exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). We conducted a double-blind, randomized trial of systemic glucocorticoids (given for two or eight weeks) or placebo, in addition to other therapies, for exacerbations of COPD. Most other care was standardized over the six-month period of follow-up. The primary end point was treatment failure, defined as death from any cause or the need for intubation and mechanical ventilation, readmission to the hospital for COPD, or intensification of drug therapy. Results. Of 1840 potential study participants at 25 Veterans Affairs medical centers, 271 were eligible for participation and were enrolled; 80 received an eight-week course of glucocorticoid therapy, 80 received a two-week course, and 111 received placebo. About half the potential participants were ineligible because they had received systemic glucocorticoids in the previous 30 days. Rates of treatment failure were significantly higher in the placebo group than in the two glucocorticoid groups combined at 30 days (33 percent vs. 23 percent, p=0.04) and at 90 days (48 percent vs. 37 percent, p=0.04). Systemic glucocorticoids (in both groups combined) were associated with a shorter initial hospital stay
Exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) are an important cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with COPD. Some patients are prone to frequent exacerbations that lead to hospital admissions which have considerable impact on activities of daily living and health status. Guidelines for the management of COPD, including exacerbations, advise on the use of bronchodilators, steroids, antibiotics, or oxygen therapy if required.

Only 10–15% of patients with stable COPD show a spirometric response to oral corticosteroids, and, unlike asthma, steroids seem to have little effect on airway inflammatory markers in COPD. However, in contrast to asthma, until recently there has been little evidence for benefit from oral corticosteroids during COPD exacerbations, although steroids are widely used in their treatment. There is little information available on determinants of exacerbation severity, although this may be important when selecting patients for treatment with steroids. Some patients who are prone to frequent exacerbations may require multiple courses of steroids each year and may be prone to side effects such as steroid induced myopathy and osteoporosis. Thus, more evidence is required for the benefit of steroid treatment for COPD exacerbations.

Epidemiology of COPD exacerbations

Descriptions of COPD exacerbations have concentrated mainly on studies of exacerbations requiring hospital admission, although most are treated in the community. Seemungal and colleagues followed a cohort of patients with moderate to severe COPD in East London, UK, with daily diary cards and peak flow readings. Patients were asked to report exacerbations as soon as possible after onset of symptoms. They found that about 50% of exacerbations went unreported to the research team, when increased environmental pollution occurs. During the winter as their lung function shows small but significant falls with reduction in outdoor temperature. Patients with COPD have increased hospital admission rates when increased environmental pollution occurs. During the pollution episode in the UK in December 1991, mortality from COPD was increased, as were hospital admission rates in elderly COPD patients.

Airway bacterial colonisation has been found in approximately 30% of patients with COPD, which has been shown to be related to the degree of airflow obstruction and current cigarette smoking. Although bacteria such as *Haemophilus influenzae* and *Streptococcus pneumoniae* have been associated with COPD exacerbations, only some studies have shown increased bacterial counts whilst others have not. Other organisms such as *Chlamydia pneumoniae* that have been associated with exacerbations of asthma may also play a part in COPD and have been isolated.

Viral infections are an important trigger of COPD exacerbations. Studies in childhood asthma have shown that viruses, especially rhinovirus (the cause of the common cold), can frequently be detected by polymerase chain reaction. Rhinovirus has not hitherto

Conclusions

Treatment with systemic glucocorticoids results in moderate improvement in clinical outcomes among patients hospitalized for exacerbations of COPD. The maximal benefit is obtained during the first weeks of therapy. Hyperglycemia of sufficient severity to warrant treatment is the most frequent complication. (N Engl J Med 1999;340:1941–7)

Causes of COPD exacerbations

An understanding of the causes of COPD exacerbations is important to direct treatment and appropriate prevention. COPD exacerbations are associated with respiratory infection. They are frequently triggered by upper respiratory tract infections and these are more common in the winter months when there are more respiratory viral infections in the community. Patients may also be more prone to exacerbations during the winter as their lung function shows small but significant falls with reduction in outdoor temperature. Patients with COPD have increased hospital admission rates when increased environmental pollution occurs. During the pollution episode in the UK in December 1991, mortality from COPD was increased, as were hospital admission rates in elderly COPD patients.

Airway bacterial colonisation has been found in approximately 30% of patients with COPD, which has been shown to be related to the degree of airflow obstruction and current cigarette smoking. Although bacteria such as *Haemophilus influenzae* and *Streptococcus pneumoniae* have been associated with COPD exacerbations, only some studies have shown increased bacterial counts whilst others have not. Other organisms such as *Chlamydia pneumoniae* that have been associated with exacerbations of asthma may also play a part in COPD and have been isolated.

Viral infections are an important trigger of COPD exacerbations. Studies in childhood asthma have shown that viruses, especially rhinovirus (the cause of the common cold), can frequently be detected by polymerase chain reaction. Rhinovirus has not hitherto
been considered to be of much significance during exacerbations of COPD. In a two year study of 44 patients with chronic bronchitis Stott and colleagues found rhinovirus in 13 (14.9%) of 87 exacerbations. In a more detailed study of 25 patients with chronic bronchitis who had 116 exacerbations over four years, Gump et al. found that only 3.4% could be attributed to rhinoviruses. In a more recent study of 35 episodes of COPD exacerbations using serological methods and nasal samples for viral culture, little evidence was found for the presence of rhinovirus during COPD exacerbations. Harper-Owen and colleagues have recently shown that up to one third of COPD exacerbations were associated with viral infections, 75% of which were found to be caused by rhinoviruses when samples were taken from nasopharyngeal aspirates. Virally linked exacerbations were associated with symptoms of the common cold and prolonged recovery from exacerbation.

**Airway inflammation during COPD exacerbations**

Although it has been assumed that exacerbations of COPD are associated with increased airway inflammation, little information is available on the nature of inflammatory markers as it is difficult to take bronchial biopsy specimens during an exacerbation in patients with moderate to severe COPD. In one study in which biopsy specimens were taken during exacerbations, increased airway eosinophilia was found although the patients studied had only mild COPD. During exacerbations there were more modest increases in neutrophils, T lymphocytes (CD3), and TNF-α positive cells, while no significant changes were seen in CD4 or CD8 T cells, macrophages, or mast cells.

As the technique of sputum induction is non-invasive, it allows study of these patients during exacerbations and is a safe and well tolerated technique. Bhowmik and colleagues prospectively followed a cohort of patients in the East London COPD Study and related inflammatory markers in induced sputum to symptoms and physiological parameters both at baseline and during exacerbations. During exacerbations the levels of interleukin (IL)-6 in induced sputum were increased and, furthermore, IL-6 levels were higher when exacerbations were associated with symptoms of the common cold. Experimental rhinovirus infection has been shown to increase sputum levels of IL-6 in normal subjects and patients with asthma. However, rises in neutrophil, eosinophil, and IL-8 levels were more variable with exacerbations of COPD and did not reach statistical significance. Patients with COPD already have upregulated levels of airway IL-8 when stable, because of their high sputum neutrophil load and further increases during exacerbations would be unlikely. Exacerbations of COPD are also associated with less pronounced airway inflammatory responses than asthma and this may explain the relatively reduced response to steroids seen during exacerbations in patients with COPD compared with asthma. The lack of response to steroids in patients with COPD when stable may also be due to the fact that inflammation in COPD is neutrophilic and is associated with increased numbers of CD8 T cells. However, during exacerbations viruses may increase levels of eosinophils or other cytokines such as IL-6 and so explain some beneficial steroid responses.

**Corticosteroid treatment of COPD exacerbations**

A number of early studies investigated the effect of corticosteroid treatment during COPD exacerbations. In an early controlled trial in patients with COPD exacerbations and acute respiratory failure, Albert and co-workers found that there were larger improvements in pre and post bronchodilator FEV1 in patients treated for the first three days of the hospital admission with intravenous methylprednisolone than in those treated with placebo. Another trial found that a single dose of methylprednisolone given within 30 minutes of arrival in the accident and emergency department produced no improvement in spirometric parameters after five hours and also had no effect on hospital admission rates. However, another study showed that early treatment with steroids could reduce the hospital readmission rates. A retrospective study of patients treated with steroids during exacerbations compared with those not so treated showed that the steroid group had a reduced chance of relapse after treatment. In a randomised controlled trial Thompson and colleagues gave a nine day tapering dose of prednisolone or placebo to outpatients presenting with acute exacerbations of COPD. Unlike the previous studies, these patients were either recruited from outpatients or from a group of COPD patients that were pre-enrolled and self-reported exacerbations to the study team. Patients with exacerbations associated with acidosis or pneumonia were excluded. Patients in the steroid treated group showed a more rapid improvement in PaO2, alveolar–arterial oxygen gradient, FEV1, peak expiratory flow, and dyspnoea. The steroid treated group also had fewer treatment failures than the placebo group.

In a recent cohort study by Seemungal and colleagues the effect of treatment with prednisolone on COPD exacerbations diagnosed and treated in the community was studied. Exacerbations treated with steroids were more severe and were associated with larger falls in peak flow. The treated exacerbations also had a longer recovery time to baseline for symptoms and peak flow. However, the rate of recovery of peak flow, but not of symptoms, was faster in the prednisolone treated group. An interesting finding in this study was that steroids significantly prolonged the median time from the day of onset of the initial exacerbation to the next exacerbation, from 60 days in the untreated group to 84 days in the patients treated with prednisolone (p = 0.037). In contrast, antibiotic therapy had no effect on the time to the next exacerbation. If short course oral steroid therapy during exacerbations does prolong the time to the next exacerbation, this could be an important way of reducing the frequency of exacerbations in patients with COPD.

The mechanisms for improving lung function in patients treated with steroids during exacerbations may include a reduction in airway inflammation or a decrease in airway oedema, especially as in some studies the changes have occurred relatively early after the start of treatment. Oral steroids have been shown to down-regulate ICAM-1, the receptor responsible for virus–epithelial cell interactions, possibly reducing the frequency of virus associated COPD exacerbations. However, the study by Seemungal and colleagues was not designed to evaluate the effects of steroid action during COPD exacerbations and further controlled studies are required of the effect of steroids on the interval between exacerbations.
**Introductory articles**

In the randomised controlled study reported by Davies and colleagues, patients admitted to hospital with COPD exacerbations were randomised to receive oral prednisolone 30 mg once daily or placebo. The difficulty of performing such a study was highlighted by the fact that a total of 245 patients were screened to produce 60 evaluable patients. The main reason for exclusion was previous treatment with oral steroids prior to hospital admission, emphasising the widespread practice of prescribing steroids for COPD exacerbations. Although it may have been expected that this selection would produce study patients with less severe COPD exacerbations, the mean FEV₁ of the patients in the prednisolone and placebo groups was 27.4% predicted and 21.4% predicted, respectively, confirming recruitment of severely affected patients with COPD. In the prednisolone treated group the FEV₁ rose faster until day 5 when a plateau was observed; the post-bronchodilator FEV₁ increased by 90 ml/day with a smaller rise of 30 ml/day in the placebo group (p = 0.039). Changes in the pre-bronchodilator and post-bronchodilator FEV₁ were similar, which suggests that this was not just an effect on bronchomotor tone but involved faster resolution of airway inflammatory changes or airway wall oedema.

Patients who were acidotic or who developed acidoses during the study period were excluded. Length of hospital stay, analysed on an intention to treat basis, was significantly shorter in patients treated with prednisolone than in the placebo group (7 versus 9 days, p = 0.027). Although this is a relatively small difference, it could represent an important health economic benefit. All the patients were followed up at six weeks with measurement of FEV₁, and a quality of life questionnaire. At this time there were no differences in spirometric parameters between the patient groups and health status was similar to that measured at five days after admission. Thus, the benefits of steroid treatment during exacerbations are most obvious in the early part of the exacerbation. However, some exacerbations may require longer recovery times than six weeks for complete resolution. Approximately 32% of patients in both study groups required further treatment for exacerbations within six weeks of follow up, emphasising the high exacerbation frequency in these patients.

In the second introductory article Niewoehner and colleagues performed a randomised controlled trial of either a two week or eight week course of prednisolone for exacerbations of COPD compared with placebo, in addition to other treatment. The primary end point was treatment failure, including death, need for intubation, readmission, or intensification of treatment. There was no difference between the two and the eight week treatment protocols. The rates of treatment failure were higher in the placebo group (33% at 30 days) than in the combined two and eight week prednisolone groups (23%, p = 0.04). The combined treatment groups also showed a slightly reduced length of hospital stay compared with the placebo group (8.5 days versus 9.7 days, p = 0.03). As in the study by Davies and colleagues, the FEV₁ improved faster in the prednisolone treated group, although there were no differences between the groups by two weeks. In contrast, Niewoehner et al performed a detailed evaluation of complications and found evidence of hyperglycaemia in the steroid treated patients. They also found a trend towards longer hospital stays in the eight week treatment group, together with more exacerbations that required readmission to hospital. They conclude that steroids should be used for COPD exacerbations in short courses of no more than two weeks duration to avoid the risk of complications.

An interesting finding from this study was that, when a subgroup analysis was performed, steroid treatment had a more favourable outcome in patients who had previously been admitted to hospital for COPD than in those who had not. This suggests that steroids may be more effective in patients with frequent exacerbations. Bhownik and colleagues have shown that induced sputum IL-6 and IL-8 levels were higher in stable patients with COPD with a history of frequent exacerbations than in patients with infrequent exacerbations. Airway IL-6 levels rose further with exacerbations. Patients who have frequent exacerbations may have increased airway inflammation and may therefore be expected to have an increased benefit from steroids when they develop an exacerbation.

**Conclusions**

The results of both studies described in the introductory articles show that overall benefits in patients with COPD are generally small, with marginal reductions in hospital stay and early increases in spirometric parameters within the first five days of the exacerbation. Neither of these studies showed any long term benefits and there was no evidence for a reduction in the frequency of exacerbations although these studies were not designed to test this particular hypothesis. There is currently no evidence available to support the suggestion that exacerbations contribute to decline in lung function.

**Learning points**

- Treatment of COPD exacerbations with oral corticosteroids leads to early modest improvements in spirometric parameters and marginal reductions in length of hospital stay.
- A two week course of oral prednisolone is as effective as longer courses for exacerbations of COPD.
- Oral corticosteroids for exacerbations of COPD can lead to hyperglycaemia in some patients.
- There are no long term benefits from using corticosteroids for exacerbations of COPD.
- The mechanisms of corticosteroid action during exacerbations may involve faster resolution of airway inflammatory changes and reduction of airway oedema.
- Patients with COPD who have a history of frequent exacerbations may achieve the greatest benefit from oral corticosteroids during exacerbations.
Recovery of lung function after an exacerbation is not always complete and steroids may improve recovery, although the studies described in this review were not designed to address this question. The response to steroids was far less than in patients with asthmatic exacerbations, and a two week course of steroids was as effective as an eight week course. Both studies evaluated patients during acute admissions; there is little information concerning the use of steroids for exacerbations in patients treated in the community, which will obviously be less severe than in those admitted to hospital. There is a trend to move towards supported discharge of patients with COPD exacerbations to avoid hospital admission, and thus it is likely that more steroid courses will be prescribed for exacerbations in the community.

These studies evaluated predictive factors for steroid response and the only interaction observed was the effect of steroid treatment in patients with frequent exacerbations. Thus, patients who have frequent exacerbations may be a subgroup who will benefit more from steroid treatment during exacerbations, whether treated in the community or in hospital. Much more research is required into the mechanisms and treatment of exacerbations of COPD so that the considerable associated morbidity and mortality can be reduced.
